1. The instruments used were the following :-An altazimuth by Troughton and Simms, with an azimuth circle of 8 nches diameter read by three verniers, and a complete vertical circle, also jf 8 inches, read by two verniers. The circles are divided to every 10' of arc, and the verniers afford readings to 10", or by estimation to at least 5". The instrument is well provided with spirit-levels surmounted by scales. The altazimuth was used for fixing the station of observation and for determining tim e.
A mountain barometer. A thermometer. Pour chronometers, viz.:-Dent 2047, used as a journeyman chrono meter, and packed in wool in a wooden box by itself; Barraud 885, Dent 2775, and Arnold and Dent 758, were the thr chronometers, and were placed in the same case within a room where the temperature had only a moderate diurnal range (probably under 8°). The latter case was also well padded with wool and hemp, and these chronometers were never moved between 4th and 10th December.
The equatoreal has already been sufficiently described in Note No. I. 2. The point over which the equatoreal stood is called Venus Station. Its coordinates are as follows, and were determined by angles from two known points fixed by the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, viz. Camel's Back and Vincent's Hill Stations :-Venus Station.
1875.]
On the Transit o f Venus across the Sun. 
3.
Time was determined from the zenith-distances of a Tauri (east) and a Aquilse (west), when these stars were (nearly) on the prime ver tical. As a rule, four pairs of zenith-distances were taken to each star-a pair consisting of one observation-instrument face east and another face west, taken in rapid succession. The chronometer-time for each obser vation was obtained from transits over five horizontal wires ; the result ing chronometer-error by each pair was computed. The journeyman chronometer was compared "with the three fixed chronometers before and after observation, and the errors and rates of the latter were thus deter + 6-5 + 7*5 + 6-7 + 7*3 4. On the day of transit the journeyman was compared with the thr fixed chronometers before and after ingress, and also before and after egress; and by employing the daily rate of -f-78*3, and correcting the times of contact determined by the journeyman chronometer, we obtain :-; where the tenths of seconds come into existence through the arithmetical processes involved. The original times were recorded merely to the nearest second, and I have no doubt that the latter degree of rigour was much in excess of what the phenomena were susceptible; so that the pro cedure adopted for determining time appears amply rigorous. Speaking roughly, 1" of Venus's diameter took 26* to tran sit; and supposing that ' 1 could see 0"*1 of the former (which I doubt), each contact should have lasted, visibly, for say 3*. But as regards the estimates of accuracy 1 actually made immediately after the events, I find it recorded that I thought my times may be true within the following limits :- There is, however, an incongruity in (4) ; for in this reduction the longi tude of Venus Station is taken east of Greenwich by 5h 12m 12S,2 = H , the origin for Indian longitude being adopted at 5h 20m 57s,3 E. for Madras Observatory. In reality, however, H refers not to the heal meridian necessarily adopted in (2), but to a concluded meridian of origin adopted for the principal triangulation of the Great Trigonometrical Survey at Kalianpur, whereas the times (2) refer to the local meridian, as already stated. Denoting the value of H corresponding to the local meridian by H t, we may find (nearly) -H = A 8 th u s:-Let A0 denote the azimuth of a terrestrial point P as determined by observations to a circumpolar star about its elongation, and Ac the corresponding value as brought up by the triangulation from the concluded meridian of origin; also let A 0 -A a n d let X stand for the latitude of P ; then it can be seen that, as a correction to (4), cosec X. Now a" is not known at Venus Station; but at Banog Station, distant 2-9 miles W .N.W ., a" = -14"'54. Adopting this value, we find hs= -f-I s-9, and the true Greenwich mean times of contact become The results (5) are given in supercession of (4).
Dehra Doon, 17th Dec., 1874.
[The " better sketch " referred to in the author's footnote to Note No. I. (p. 256) arrived in time to appear in that Note, and is, in fact, the sketch from which the woodcut on p. 257 was copied.-G. G.
S.]
" Appendix to N otes on T ran sit of V enus across the S u n /'' Received Jan u ary 11, 1875. In reply I made inquiry on some additional points, to which he replied on 14th inst., so that his letter has just reached me. Mr. James was located at Ohakrata, on the Himalaya Mountains, at a height of 7300 feet above the sea, in lat. N. 30° 43', long. E. 77° 54'. His station is distinctly visible from Mussoorie on a clear day. The following facts are taken from his letters above mentioned, and appear to deserve being recorded, more particularly from he circumstance that but few observers of the transit are likely to have been placed at considerable heights above the sea. Mr. James was attended by his son Henry, a young gentleman with plenty of intelligence and a commendable spirit of inquiry. The instru ment used was a telescope by Smith and Beck, the property of Mr. James; object-glass 3^ inches and its focal length 4 fe e t; at ingress, eyepiece 60-power, and field a neutral ti n t; at egress, eyepiece 100-power, and field red. I'or timepiece he used his pocket-watch, which has a seconds-hand. The watch " gained considerably, perhaps a minute in 12 hours."
Under date 9th December, 1874, Mr. James states :-" W hen she (i. e. Venus) was about halfway on (at ingress) the sun we both noticed a fringe of white light illuminating that rim of the planet which was yet on the dark sky. When she went off we noticed the same fringe of light, but for a much shorter time, and when only about one eighth of her had passed the sun's disk."
His watch times of contact were as follows :-Mr. After receipt of the preceding, I wrote to Mr. James, as already men tioned. I stated briefly that my view resembled his ; that I had seen a ring of light, but no " pear-drop " or other ligament, at internal contacts. I gave him rough sketches of Some of the ligaments described in 1769, and inquired if he had seen any thing like them. I also asked him to describe the fringe of light he had observed more particularly.
In reply, Mr. James states, under date 14th December:-" W hen about half her orb had entered (alluding to ingress) my atten tion was attracted to the other half yet on the dark sk y : to me it was dark; hence I infer that my field was not so light as it ought to have been. Its outline, up to this time quite invisible to me, became now illumined with a fringe of white light. I then also noticed a much fainter, thinner, edging of light on the outline of the limb on the sun's disk, which soon ceased to be visible. The fringe external was rather less in width than of the planet's diameter. * * * * The light somewhat resem bled that which we see so plainly in India lighting up the dark side of the moon three or four days old; but it was brighter, not diffusive as that is, its inner edge being clearly marked. I t remained visible as long as there was any appreciable portion of the planet beyond the sun's circum ference.
" As the time for the internal contact approached, that half of the planet which was still entering appeared to lose its semicircular shape and to become oval. I compared it to the thinner half of an egg; but, since, I have examined several eggs, and find that my comparison would represent a distortion greater than I had intended. Just before the con tact ceased, the end of the oval seemed as it were adhering to the sun's edge, and could not get free, rendering it difficult to decide when the con tact ceased. Another impediment in the way of accurate timing was, that the outline of Venus looked woolly and wave-like, from a very annoying tremor in the air. Hence the notes we entered were, ' Internal contact ceased 7h 41m 20s, quite clear 7h 42m.' As to the ligament which seemed to knit the two edges together, I am disposed to attribute it solely to the billowy motion of the planet's outline; for it had a hairy appearance, and sunlight could be seen through it.
" In timing the remaining contacts there was no difficulty, for as the sun arose Yenus appeared to diminish in size, her outline becoming sharply defined.
" At egress the oval shape did not reappear; but just at the moment of internal contact there was a sort of flickering movement, as if the planet's edge had touched, withdrawn, and touched again. This was at l l h 30m 15s. A t l l h 33m 27s, when nearly one eighth of her orb had crossed the border, its outline was for a brief while fringed with an edging of light.
" The flickering movement just mentioned, evidently an ocular illusion, induced'by the eye's weariness from intent gazing, was again noticed at l l h 57" 25s, when the external contact ceased." * Writing again on 15th December, 1874; Mr. James enclosed the sketch given in margin, remarking in his letter, " What I meant to express by 'ligament,' was the point of connexion formed by the boundary line itself, which appeared adhesive and at the same time hairy. The dots I have placed at the point are within the line. I saw no ' black drop,' if by that is intended any thing beyond and attached to the boundary line of Venus. I should therefore have expressed myself more accurately if, instead of ' ligament,' I had written ' the point of apparent adhesion looked hairy.' " I t will be seen that both Mr. James and I observed an edging of light around the dark limb of Yenus, and that we agree that it was quite distinct at ingress and less plain at egress. I saw this edging decidedly as an an nulus, and, as stated in Note No. I., it was continued round the bright limb. The complete ring thus presented to view was plainly a visible
As Venus appeared at 7h 41m 20s, as the internal contact was in the act of ceasing.
atmosphere or envelope. Notwithstanding the somewhat conflicting statements which have appeared since writing my Note No. I., as to the phenomena seen at certain stations, and pending the authoritative decisions which may hereafter be pronounced, it appears to me probable that height of station, inferiority of instruments, insensibility of eye to faint lights and shadows, and other causes, are likely to conspire towards producing a ligament (or jpecw-drop) at the internal contacts, provided there is an atmosphere or envelope around the planet to afford a first cause. The object of this paper is to explain the working of a continuous self registering thermometer, the detail of which I have been for some years endeavouring to perfect, though it is only recently that I have brought my instrument to the perfection necessary for practical demonstration.
I am aware of many imperfections in the instrument, but trust that these will be remedied after some further experiments. The object of my invention is to produce a thermometer that shall not only register the highest and lowest temperature occurring in a given time, but shall also, by a pencil indicator, mark automatically every minute variation occurring during the time the instrument is at work. This thermometer will, I hope, be of value for meteorological observa tions ; for it will show the exact variations taking place from minute to minute during day and night, and by this means determine the exact amount of alterations in temperature occurring simultaneously at various places during different periods of the month or year, without the trouble of photographic registration.
By a simple modification of my instrument, I believe that I shall be able to produce a thermometer of such form and size as shall enable the physician or physiologist to learn with accuracy the exact hour and minute when any alteration of temperature in the human body takes place, and automatically to register these variations.
As regards the barometer, many beautiful self-registering instruments are in use; for the lower surface of the mercurial column being exposed, offers an easy method of producing a motive force. In the thermometer the case is different, for no means of communication exist between the registering machinery and the mercury in its hermetically sealed tube. So far as I know, the only instrument of this kind ever suggested is the one by Merey; but from the fact that air is the motive force used by
